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shortly to become a secondary theatre'of war. A new attempt was
thereupon made to expedite our advance on the west coast by con>
biiiing an attack by the Fifth Army on the' formidable Cassino
position, blocking the entrance into the Liri valley, with a surprise
landing at Anzio, sixty miles to the north, by an American Corps
which included the ist British Division,    This promising plan,
however, was wrecked by the failure of the landing force to seize
its fleeting opportunity to cut the enemy's communications in the
Liri valley before he could throw in reserves to block its advance;
so that Marshal Kesselring, though the bulk of his reserves had
already been committed to meet the frontal attack of the Fifth
Army on the Gustav Line, was able to collect sufficient troops to
seal off the beach-head before any breakout from it was attempted.
The Fifth Army's attack, too, after securing a foothold to the west
of the Rapido was held up on the line Minturno-Cassino.   Our
combined, offensive had thus completely broken down, and in mid-
February the enemy, who had now massed eighteen divisions on
the western coast, seized the .initiative with a series of attempts to
eliminate our Anzio beach-head, which however held firm despite
several anxious moments.   The Fifth Army's renewed attack on
Cassino met with no better success than before, and the small
area gained by the newly formed New Zealand Xth Corps, in the
first rush had to be abandoned.   After intensive air and artillery
preparation, the place was attacked yet a third time in mid-March,
but after a week of incessant and costly fighting it still defied our
efforts. The whole conduct of this offensive from the first moment
of the Anzio landing to its final check before Cassino had shown
little adaptability or skill, and all we had been able to achieve was
to secure positions from which a new attack in greater force could
start with better hopes of success. Our failure to make the most of
our opportunities in Italy was followed by an even more disappoint-
ing fiasco in the Dodecanese Islands in the Aegean Sea. Immediately
after the announcement of the Italian surrender in September,
1943, a brigade from Malta was landed unopposed on Cos, Leros
and Samos; but at Rhodes, the key island, the German portion
of the garrison seized control from the Italians, and our small force,
split up between three islands and far from possible air suppprt,
was exposed to counter-attack in superior strength and could not
maintain itself for long.  The battalion at Cos was destroyed early
in October by an expeditions sent from Crete; the attack on Leros,
where our force had been raised to three battalions, was delayed
till mid-November, but it then came in such strength with full air
cover and airborne troops assistance, that after considerable fighting
this island top, with all its garrison, was lost. With the abandonment
of Samos this unhappy little campaign came to an inglorious end.
Here again, as on the mainland of Italy, we had undertaken too

